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1 Introduction
Deep neural nets (DNNs) tend to generalize well, but we don’t yet have a good understanding as to why.
Let’s recall the general setup for supervised learning: we are sampling m samples from a distribution D,
Sm = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)}, and we have a learning algorithm A that given Sm tries to find the best
classifier fθ out of the class F to fit Sm, e.g:

arg min
θ

LSm
(θ)

LSm
(θ) =

1

m

∑
i

loss(fθ(xi), yi)

where LSm(θ) is the empirical loss, fθ(xi) the prediction, and yi the true label. In practice, however, we
want to minimize the population loss, where we sample (x, y) from the true distribution D:

LD(θ) = E
(x,y)∼D

[loss(fθ(x), y)].

The difference between the empirical and population loss is called the generalization gap. The gener-
alization gap is therefore the difference in loss between optimizing over the entire true data distribution
and optimizing over our sampled data, for a training algorithm A:

∆m(A) = LD(θ)− LSm(θ).

Ideally, by ensuring a small sample loss and a small generalization gap we can obtain a small population
loss, which is the ultimate goal. The next sections outline several approaches to proving generalization
bounds.

2 Rademacher Complexity
Recall that in Lecture 3 we defined Rademacher complexity as:

Rm(F) = E
Sm∼D

[R̂S(F)]

where F is a family of classifiers, with f ∈ F , and R̂S(F) is the empirical Rademacher complexity:

R̂S(F) = Eσ

[
sup
f∈F

1

m

∑
i

σifθ(xi)

]
,

where σ is a random sign vector, and the maximization over θ is performed with respect to f ∈ F .
Conceptually, it captures how well our family of classifiers fits random noise when parametrized by θ. If
our classifier does well at fitting random noise, then we probably need to see a lot of samples before we
can actually trust it. Formally, the generalization gap of such an algorithm A can be upper bounded by
the Rademacher complexity:

∆m(A) ≤ 2Rm(F) + 3

√
log 1

δ

m
,

with probability 1− δ.
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3 PAC-Bayesian
Another approach we might consider using to prove generalization for DNNs uses PAC-Bayesian bounds.
In particular, the PAC-Bayes theorem bounds the expected error rate of a classifier chosen from a
distribution Q in terms of the KL-divergence from some a priori fixed distribution P . If the volume of
equally good solutions is large and not too far from the mass of P , we will obtain a nonvacuous bound.

We assume that we have some prior distribution P over the initial set of θ before seeing the data
(e.g., the initialization parameters for a neural net). In this Bayesian approach, learning using algorithm
A uses data to modify the prior distribution to get the posterior distribution Q, from which the classifier
θ is sampled. The corresponding expected loss is: E

θ∼Q
[LD(θ)]. The generalization bounds we get are

instance-specific (they depend on the i.i.d set S of size m). It can be proven that:

∆m(A) = E
θ∼Q

[LD(θ)]− E
θ∼Q

[LSm(θ)] ≤

√
DKL(P,Q) + lnmδ

2(m− 1)
.

This allows upperbounds on generalization error (specifically, upperbounds on number of samples that
guarantee such an upperbound). The major component in this bound is the KL divergence between our
prior and posterior distributions. KL divergence is defined as:

DKL(P,Q) =

∫
log

q(x)

p(x)
q(x)dx

where q and p are densities for Q and P . A smaller KL divergence implies better generalization. So if the
initial parameters didn’t change much between the prior and posterior, the algorithm generalizes well.
Thus, in order to minimize the error on the real distribution, we should try to simultaneously minimize
the empirical error as well as the KL-divergence between the posterior and the prior [?].

4 Meta-theorem of generalization
One way to show that a model is generalizable is to show that it does not have too many degrees of
freedom. The meta theorem states that a generalization gap is bounded by the square root of (effective)
degrees of freedom of a model, N (θ), over m:

∆m(A) ≤
√

N (θ)

m
.

One example is Massart’s lemma for the empirical Rademacher complexity, R̂m, with finite F :

R̂m,S(F) ∝
√
logF
m

.

However, in the case of deep learning, the number of model parameters is usually larger than the sample
size, which provides a useless generalization gap bound of greater than 1.

This phenomenon was also demonstrated in the work of Zhang et al. [?]. They train a DNN on
standard datasets and on the same datasets with random labels1. In both cases, the same classifier and
training algorithm performed equally well with enough iterations, achieving 0% error on the training set
(Figure ??). As the amount of label corruption was varied smoothly, generalization deteriorated with
more noise. These findings imply that we cannot hope to prove generalization bounds for DNNs similar
to those of Lecture 3. Traditional generalization theory (VC dimentionality, Rademacher complexity,
and uniform stability) cannot distinguish between models that generalize well and those that don’t, and
explicit regularization such as dropout, data augmentation, and weight decay cannot sufficiently control
generalization error. Since there exists a distribution where the generalization gap is greater than 1,
there do not exist non-vacuous generalization bounds that are independent of the data distribution.

1The inputs x remain the same, but the labels y are chosen randomly, having no relationship to x. This is a hopeless
task for any classifier.
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Figure 1: DNN classifiers are expressive enough to fit random labels in CIFAR10. (a) Under various
settings, training loss reached zero after a sufficient number of steps. (b) With more label corruption,
convergence time increased by only a small constant factor. (c) With more label corruption, test error
(which equals generalization error since there is no training error) increased [?].

5 Flatness of Local Minima
Given that the empirical loss function is often non-convex, there may be multiple local minima of
similar (near-optimal) values. How can we identify the ones that generalize well? Intuitively, one would
expect that flat minima generalize better than sharp minima (Figure ??). Flat minima require less
information to describe them (Occam’s razor) since there are multiple (almost) equally good points in
their neighborhood. Keskar et al. [?] explain the generalization properties of flat minima as follows: a
function increases more rapidly around sharp minima than around flat minima; thus, more precision
is needed in describing sharp minima. This makes them more sensitive to deviations in the parameter
estimates and could impact the model’s ability to generalize. The theory of minimum description length
(MDL) states that statistical models that can be described in fewer bits (with lower precision) generalize
better. When adding random Gaussian noise N(0, σ2) to the local minimum θ∗, a solution in a flat
minimal will remain at the minimum while a solution in a sharp minimum might jump outside of the
minimum. Since we expect the “true” classifier to be robust to small amount of noise in its parameters,
we expect flat minima to be more suitable for classification.

Figure 2: Flat minima v.s. sharp minima.
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Figure 3: Parameter space

When there are more flat minima in a parameter space, fewer minima "fit" into the space and so an
algorithm will have fewer degrees of freedom and will be more likely to converge to one of the mimima
(Figure ??). Alternative explanations as to why flat minima generalize better include the Bayesian view
of learning [?] and the free Gibbs energy (entropy) explanation [?].

Evidence exists that stochastic gradient descent (SGD) tends to converge to flat minima more so
than other optimization functions [?]. The noise due to SGD’s stochasticity is therefore often viewed as
a feature and not a bug, resulting in regularization.

So far we have not rigorously defined the notion of flatness. There are multiple ways to do so,
however most of them cannot be directly related to generalization. Note that we can re-parametrize
a DNN by (say) multiplying a layer by a constant and dividing the next layer by the same constant.
This transformation has no effect on its generalization performance (it is the same network after all) but
can greatly change flatness under multiple definitions of it. We explore this concept further in the next
section.

5.1 Sharp minima can generalize for deep nets
As we discussed in the previous section, flat minima tend to generalize better, but Dinh et al. [?]
claim that having sharp minima may not necessarily reduce generalizability for DNNs with certain
properties. Specifically, when focusing on deep networks with rectifier units, we can exploit the particular
geometry of the parameter space induced by the inherent symmetries that these architectures exhibit
to build equivalent models corresponding to arbitrarily sharper minima. Furthermore, if we allow for
function reparametrization, the geometry of its parameters can change drastically without affecting its
generalization properties [?].

Let us define a non-negative homogeneity property and see its implications for rectifier activation
function. For more details refer to [?].

Definition 1 A given function φ is non-negative homogeneous if ∀(z, α) ∈ R× R+, φ(αz) = αφ(z)

The parameter space of our model relates a unit of change in the behavior of the model to the
equivalent change in the parameters. This metric is related to non-linear curvature due to model’s non-
linearity properties. There are possibly a large number of symmetric configurations that result in similar
model behavior due to the non-negative homogeneity property of rectifier activation (see ??).

Theorem 2 The rectifier function φrect(x) = max(x, 0) is non-negative homogeneous which implies

φrect(x · (αθ1)) · θ2 = φrect(x · θ1) · (αθ2)

This results in the parameters (αθ1, θ2) being observationally equivalent to (θ1, αθ2)
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Figure 4: An illustration of the effects of non-negative homogeneity. The graph depicts level curves of
the behavior of the loss embedded into the two dimensional parameter space with the axis given by θ1
and θ2. Specifically, each line of a given color corresponds to the parameter assignments (θ1, θ2) that
result in the same prediction function.

In what follows, we rely on α-scale transformations that will not affect the generalization, as the
behavior of the function is identical.

Definition 3 For a single hidden layer rectifier feed-forward network, the family of alpha-scale trans-
formations is defined as follows:

Tα : (θ1, θ2) 7→ (αθ1, α
−1θ2)

Dinh et al. [?] exploit the resulting strong non-identifiability to showcase a few shortcomings of
some of the definitions of flatness. Although an α-scale transformation does not affect the function
represented, it allows us to manipulate the flatness of our minima. For another definition of flatness, the
α-scale transformation shows that all minima are equally flat. Similarly, if we are allowed to change the
parametrization of some function f , we can obtain arbitrarily different geometries without affecting how
the function evaluates on unseen data. The same holds for re-parametrization of the input space. This
implies that the correlation between the geometry of the parameter space (and hence the error surface)
and the behavior of a given function is meaningless if not preconditioned on the specific parametrization
of the model.
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Figure 5: A one-dimensional example on how much the geometry of the loss function depends on the
parameter space chosen. The x-axis is the parameter value and the y-axis is the loss. The points
correspond to a regular grid in the default parametrization. In the default parametrization, all minima
have roughly the same curvature but with a careful choice of re-parametrization, it is possible to turn a
minimum significantly flatter or sharper than the others.

6 Compression
As we already discussed, classifiers with a large number of parameters have many degrees of freedom.
This prevents us from proving meaningful generalization bounds for them. A natural idea is to compress
the function parameterized by θ, fθ to f̂θ̂, where f̂θ̂ is significantly more restricted in its expressive power.
If the compressed classifier f̂θ̂ ≈ε fθ also fits the training data well, we can use its limited expressivity
to prove generalization bounds.

This suggests an intriguing approach for obtaining classifiers with provable generalization. First,
optimize training error over an over-parametrized family of classifiers that is easy to train. Then,
compress the resulting classifier to an (almost) equivalent one from a significantly more restricted family
that we can prove generalization bounds for.

See [?] for the explanation of compression and the motivation behind it.
Briefly, DNNs weight matrices can be compressed using a truncated SVD method. The compression

algorithm applies a randomized transformation to each layer’s matrix that relies on the low stable
rank condition at each layer. This compression introduces error in the layer’s output, but the vector
describing this error is Gaussian-like due to the use of randomness in the compression. Thus, this
error gets attenuated by higher layers. The process can be broken down as follows: take higher level
matrices for trained DNNs, perform SVD, compress each layer by zero-ing out singular values less than
some threshold t|A| where A is our original matrix. A simple computation shows that the number of
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remaining singular values is at most the stable rank divided by t2. The truncation introduces error
in the layer’s computation, which gets propagated through the higher layers and magnified at most by
the Lipschitz constant. We want to make this propagated error small, which can be done by making
t inversely proportional to the Lipschitz constant. The next sections describe how compression can be
used to obtain the generalizability of classification models.

6.1 Linear Regression
We will first consider the case of linear classifiers. Let c ∈ Rd, ‖c‖ = 1 be the classifier of (x, y) in training
dataset S, where x ∈ Rd, ‖x‖ = 1, and y ∈ {−1, 1}. The prediction for datapoint x is sign(cTx). Assume
for all x ∈ S, we have |cTx| > γ (the confidence margin). We compress c = [c1, c2, · · · , cd] to a sparse
vector ĉ = [ĉ1, ĉ2, · · · , ĉd] in the following way:

ĉi =

{
γ2

8ci
w.p. min

{
8c2i
γ2 , 1

}
,

0 otherwise.
(1)

This is possible since the classification margin makes the prediction noise resistant. This compres-
sion/discretization makes E|supp(ĉ)| = O(1/γ2), where supp(·) denotes the support of a vector, i.e. the
number of non-zero coordinates:

E|supp(ĉ)| = E

d∑
i=1

1ĉi 6=0 =

d∑
i=1

P(ĉi 6= 0)

≤
d∑
i=1

8c2i
γ2

=
8

γ2
‖c‖2 = O(1/γ2).

(2)

Also, we have that

Eĉi = ci18c2i /γ
2>1 +

γ2

8ci
· 8c2i
γ2

18c2i /γ
2≤1 = ci (3)

and thus, for fixed x: E[ĉTx] = cTx. We can also bound Var(ĉTx):

Var(ĉTx) =

n∑
i=1

x2iVar(ĉi)

=

n∑
i=1

x2i [0 · 18c2i /γ
2>1 + Var(ĉi)18c2i /γ

2≤1]

≤
n∑
i=1

x2i

(
γ2

8ci

)2

· 8c2i
γ2

=
γ2

8
‖x‖2 =

γ2

8

(4)

and obtain generalization bounds for the compressed classifier. Combine this with the meta theorem:

∆m(A) ≤
√

N (θ)

m
,

where the degree of freedom N (θ) ≤ E|supp(ĉ)| = O(1/γ2). We have that ∆m(A) = O(1/
√
m)

6.2 Compressing matrices
We can apply similar ideas to compress matrices. One approach uses the stable rank of a matrix M :
‖M‖F
‖M‖ , where ‖ · ‖F corresponds to the Frobenius norm and ‖ · ‖ to the spectral norm of the matrix.

Recently, Arora et al. [?] showed that matrices typically learned in DNN classifiers have few large
eigenvalues. Using this observation, in combination with properties of the matrix’s sensitivity to noise,
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they show that these matrices can easily be compressed. Choosing a small eigenvalue as the threshold,
all values below it can be set to 0; the remaining large eigenvalues correspond to the largest signals
(Figure ??).

Figure 6: Spectrum of a typical matrix learned through training a deep learning classifier [?]. We can
observe that only a few eigenvalues are significant.

7 Stability
An alternative way to bound the generalization gap of learning algorithms is through the notion of
stability. In their seminal work, Bousquet and Elisseeff [?] showed that algorithms that are uniformly
stable have small expected generalization gaps. For training set S = {zi = (xi, yi) : i = 1, 2, · · · , n}, let
RS [A(S)] = 1

n

∑n
i=1 loss(A(S), zi), R[A(S)] = Ez∼Dloss(A(S), z), and denote the generalization gap as

εgen = ES,A[RS [A(S)]−R[A(S)]]. (5)

An algorithm A(·) is uniformly stable if changing any single training example does not change the training
loss by more than ε. That is, if the training set S1 differs from the training set S by one datapoint:

sup
z

EA[loss(A(S), z)]− EA[loss(A(S1), z)] ≤ ε,

where the expectation is over the randomness of the algorithm. The proof is as follows. Denote S′ =
{z′1, z′2, · · · , z′n}, S(i) = {z1, z2, · · · , zi−1, z′i, zi+1, · · · , zn}, which differs from S only on zi. Then we have:

ES,A[R[A(S)]] = ES,A

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

loss(A(S), zi)

]

= ES,S′,A

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

loss(A(S(i)), z′i)

]

≤ ES,S′,A

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

[loss(A(S), z′i) + ε]

]

= ES,S′,ARS [A(S′)] + n · 1

n
ε

= ES,AR[A(S)] + ε,

(6)

by the uniform stability of A. This indicates that the generalization error

εgen = ES,A[RS [A(S)]−R[A(S)]] ≤ ε.
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Gradient descent is not stable since a change in a single datapoint affects every step of training and
can lead to different classifiers, especially when the loss landscape is non-convex (Figure ??). SGD, on
the other hand, is uniformly stable and quickly obtains small generalization errors [?] because updates
are usually performed according to the same objective function for S and S′ and only approximately
every m steps will the two diverge. For a finite number of steps (when the number of iterations is linear
in the number of data points), the divergence will not be too great, providing further justification for
early stopping as a means to improve generalizability. Generalization error will then be bounded even for
large numbers of parameters and when no other regularization is used (although further regularization
improves generalizability).

Stability bounds can be formally derived under Lipschitz and smoothness assumptions [?]. For
strongly convex problems, S and S′ will never diverge by more than a fixed amount since the two
solutions will move closer together on most steps. For convex functions, when encountering the same
training samples, S and S′ will not diverge, and they will only diverge a little when encountering different
samples. For non-convex functions, generalization can be achieved when one uses small steps and few
iterations, O(mc), c > 1, so that when the differing point is observed, the divergence is not too great.
Empirically, the derived bounds are too pessimistic and far from the stability observed during actual
experiments.

Figure 7: Difference in training error for training sets S and S′, which differ by one data point. (a) For
stochastic gradient descent, results diverge every 1/m steps on average so resulting solutions are within
a loss of ε of each other with early stopping. (b) For non-convex functions, with gradient descent, the
resulting solutions can differ substantially.
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